
Vince Quevedo Best of Show Award 
 
 
The Vince Quevedo Best of Show Award was established to recognize overall design excellence and will 
be presented to a Professional level design entry that has been accepted into the annual ITAA Design 
Exhibition. The designer whose design entry is selected will receive $1,000. 
 
Determination of the award: 
 
A. The winning design must have an overall excellence in aesthetics with a focus on using couture or 

high-level clothing construction. 
 
B. The winning design must have a high level of visual presence, otherwise known as a “wow” factor. 
 
C. While technology is important, it must not be the focus or main factor in the design, instead the 

focus should be on the classic hand and sewing machine construction. Digitally-, hand- or machine-
printed textiles, woven or felted yardage and/or machine knitted fabric is acceptable as long as 
traditional clothing construction is used and is appropriate for the textile. 

 
D. Ties will be broken based on the quality of their written application along with photographs 

submitted which correctly depict the garment. 
 
E. Eligibility: Men’s or Women’s Couture or Bridge market, Designer/Contemporary market, Historic 

Costume, Culture specific attire, quilted garments, art-to-wear that is wearable, conceptual but 
wearable designs, machine knitted but not whole garment (must have elements of proper 
construction), evening wear, bridal wear and garment using high end or made fabrics. 

 
F. Eligible clothing: patents and/or new discoveries and inventions with sewing as the main 

construction focus. 
 
G. Eligible non-clothing: Three-dimensional Art with sewing techniques, wall hangings with sewing, 

Quilts. 
 
H. Ineligible entries include the following categories: Functional Industrial Design, Children’s wear, 

Individual items (not a full look for outfit), conceptual non-wearable designs, accessories only, nano-
felting without any hand sewing, footwear, jewelry, budget/moderate market, draperies, swimwear, 
theatrical costumes and uniforms. Garments which use gluing/heat melt or sonic construction or are 
repurposed/recycled. 

 


